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2. Interconnection Networks - I [200 points]

Suppose you would like to connect 2N processors, and you are considering four different topologies:
•
√
2N ×

√
2N 2D mesh

•
√
2N−2 ×

√
2N−2 2D concentrated mesh (Cmesh), where each router serves four processors

•
√
2N ×

√
2N 2D torus

• Hypercube

Please answer the following questions. Show your work.

(a) For N = 4, please draw how each network looks like. You can use ... (three dots) to avoid repeated
patterns.

2D mesh

Cmesh

2D torus



Hypercube

For the remaining questions, assume N = 8.

(b) For N = 8, calculate the number of network links for each network. (Hint: a single network link is
bi-directional)

(c) For N = 8, calculate the number of input/output ports including the injection/ejection ports for each
router in these topologies (Hint: give answer to all types of routers that exist in an irregular network).

(d) Assume a network link can be faulty. For each topology, what is the minimum possible number of
faulty links that are needed to make at least one processor unreachable from any other processor?



3. Interconnection Networks - II [200 points]

Suppose you want to connect 16 processors using two topologies: 4 × 4 Mesh and 4 × 4 Torus with
bi-directional links, similar to Figure 1:

P0 P1P1 P2 P3

P4 P5 P6 P7

P8 P9 P10 P11

P12 P1P13 P14 P15

P0 P1P1 P2 P3

P4 P5 P6 P7

P8 P9 P10 P11

P12 P1P13 P14 P15

(a) 4X4 Mesh (b) 4X4 Torus

N

S

EW

Figure 1. 2D mesh and 2D torus topologies connecting 16 processors.

You know that there are eight possible turns in the 2D mesh and the 2D torus topologies, as shown in
Figure 2:

NE ES

SWWN

WS NW

ENSE

Figure 2. Eight possible turns in 2D mesh and 2D torus topologies.

You are considering three different minimal routing algorithms based on which turns are forbidden:
• Routing Algorithm 1: Turns NE, SW, NW, and SE are forbidden. The other four turns are allowed.
• Routing Algorithm 2: Turns SW and NW are forbidden. The other six turns are allowed.
• Routing Algorithm 3: Turns WN and NW are forbidden. The other six turns are allowed.



For the rest of this question, we address source-destination pairs using <src, dest> representation. Please
answer the following questions and show your work.

(a) Show all possible paths between source and destination pairs <P5, P11> and <P5, P12>, using each of
the previously mentioned routing algorithms. For each path, mention the source router, intermediate
routers, and destination router.

2D Mesh

Algorithm 1, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 1, <P5, P12>

Algorithm 2, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 2, <P5, P12>

Algorithm 3, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 3, <P5, P12>

2D Torus

Algorithm 1, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 1, <P5, P12>

Algorithm 2, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 2, <P5, P12>

Algorithm 3, <P5, P11>

Algorithm 3, <P5, P12>



(b) Which of these three algorithms are deadlock free? For each case, if deadlocks can hap pen, provide a
deadlock scenario. Otherwise, prove that deadlock occurrence is impossible (Hint: Use contradiction).

2D Mesh

Routing Algorithm 1:

Routing Algorithm 2:

Routing Algorithm 3:



2D Torus

Routing Algorithm 1:

Routing Algorithm 2:

Routing Algorithm 3:



You are about to design a routing algorithm for each of these two topologies with the following two require-
ments: Your routing algorithm (1) should be deadlock free, and (2) should not be deterministic.

(c) Which routing algorithm out of the three earlier routing algorithms do you choose for each of these
two topologies? Explain your reasoning.

2D mesh

2D torus



4. Asymmetric Multicore - I [200 points]

A microprocessor manufacturer asks you to design a multicore processor for modern workloads. You
should optimize it assuming a workload with 60% of its work in the parallel portion and 40% in the serial
portion. You are tasked to compare two configurations that can fit into the processor’s die area: 1) Small
Cores (SC), and 2) Large + Small Cores (LSC). These consist of the following:

• SC : A design that contains 8 small cores, which share the same die. Seven of these small cores operate
at a baseline fixed instruction throughput. The eighth small core is an overclockable core, which can
operate at either: 1) baseline throughput, or 2) overclocked with 2× the baseline throughput.

• LSC : A design that contains 1 large core and 4 small cores that all share the same die. The four small
cores operate at the baseline throughput. The large core is 4× faster than a small core.

In addition, Table 1 provides the static power (i.e., when the core is idle) and the dynamic power (i.e.,
when the core is active) of each of the cores.

Table 1. Power consumption of cores in different modes.
Core Mode Static Power (W) Dynamic Power (W)
Small Baseline 0.5 1

Overclocked 1 8
Large Baseline 2 4

The SC processor executes the parallel portion on all the small cores (including the overclockable core,
operating at the baseline throughput), and the serial portion only on the overclockable core (using either
baseline or overclocked options). The LSC processor executes the parallel portion only on the small cores,
and the serial portion only on the large core.

Please answer the following questions.
(a) Which of the three design configurations (SC, SC with overclocked core, or LSC) results in the highest

performance? Show your work.



(b) The energy consumption should also be a metric of reference in your design. Which of the three design
configurations (SC, SC with overclocked core, or LSC) results in the lowest energy consumption? Show
your work.

(c) At least what ratio of a workload should be spent on the parallel section so that the SC configuration,
even without overclocking, performs better than the LSC configuration? Show your work.



(d) In order to improve the performance of the LSC configuration, you come up with hardware design
optimizations to improve the throughput of the large core. You expect that these optimizations will
increase the throughput of the large core by T×. Given an application with 90% of its work in the
parallel portion, is it possible for the LSC configuration to outperform the SC configuration with
overclocking? If yes, for which values of T? Show your work.



5. Asymmetric Multicore - II [200 points]

A microprocessor manufacturer asks you to design an asymmetric multicore processor for modern work-
loads. Your design contains one large core and several small cores, which share the same die. Assume the
total die area is A units. The table below describes the area, performance, and power specifications for each
core type.

Type of Core Area (mm2) Performance Dynamic Power (W) Static Power (W)
Large S

√
S S 1

4 × S
Small 1 1 1 0.5

The serial portion of a workload executes only on the large core, while the parallel portion executes on
both large and small cores. On this multiprocessor, we will execute a workload where a fraction P of its
work is parallel, and 1 − P of its work is serial. You will fit as many small cores as possible, after placing
the large core. Consider the following two configurations:

• Configuration X: A = 32, S = 4.
• Configuration Y: A = 32, S = 16.
Please answer the following questions. Show your work. Express your equations and solve them.

(a) For what values of P does the workload run faster on Y than on X? Show your work.



(b) For what values of P does the workload consumes less energy when running on Y than on X? Show
your work.

5.1. Accelerating Single-Thread Execution

Assume that two large cores can operate in a collaborative manner to achieve the single-thread perfor-
mance of an even “larger” core that is N× faster than the largest core on the chip. When executing the
serial portion of the workload, the functional units of both large cores are merged into the same pipeline
to have a faster core. The collaborative execution mode is only enabled during the serial portion of the
workload. During the parallel portion, the two large cores separate from each other (on-the-fly) and
operate as two independent cores. The serial portion executes only on the “dual-core", and the parallel
portion executes on all the cores. The table below describes the area and performance specifications
for each core for this design.

Type of Core Area (mm2) Performance
Large1 S1

√
S1

Large2 S2

√
S2

Large1 + Large2 S1 + S2 N ×
√
Max(S1, S2)

Small 1 1



Consider the following configuration:
• Configuration Z: A = 32, S1 = 9, S2 = 4.

(c) For what values of N does the workload run faster on Z than on X? Assume P = 0.8. Show your work.

(d) For what values of P does the workload run faster on Z than on X? Assume N = 1.5. Show your work.

(e) Suppose you are executing workloads where a fraction P of its work is infinitely parallelizable. Which
configuration would you choose? Z or Y? Why?



6. Bottleneck Acceleration [200 points]

In this question, you are asked to analyze the performance and scalability benefits of accelerating the
critical section in the following piece of code.

while (!problem_solved){

Lock(X) //start of the critical section

SubProblem = PQ.Dequeue();

Unlock(X) //end of the critical section

problem_solved = Solve(SubProblem)

if(problem_solved)

break;

}

Assume that
• the while loop iterates 15 times.
• there is no data dependency across iterations.

(a) We observe that the application’s performance saturates when the iterations are distributed across five
threads (i.e., running more than five threads does not improve the performance). We are interested in
the ratio of time spent executing critical sections to the total execution time for each iteration. Cal-
culate the range of all possible values for this ratio. (Hint: The performance saturates with P threads
if it can achieve speedup from increasing the number of threads from P-1 to P, and not from P to P+1.)



(b) In order to improve the performance and scalability of the program, we decide to accelerate the critical
section by migrating its execution to a more powerful core. The execution of the critical section on the
powerful core completes faster, including the cost of migration between cores. We use the powerful core
only for executing the critical section, while the rest of the iteration executes on smaller less powerful
cores (original cores used in part a). Then, we observe that the application’s scalability increases up
to six cores.
Assume that the critical section initially takes the minimum ratio of execution time that you found in
the previous section. How much does the powerful core increase the performance of the critical section
in this case? Show the range for possible performance improvements.
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